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WALTER LEMLEY ELECTED PRES. OF CONVOCATION

L. T. Smith Chosen Vice-President


At the eighty-third annual meeting of the Convocation of Undergraduates of St. Stephen's College held in the Memorial Gymnasium on the evening of Wednesday, May 15th, officers were elected for the college year 1929-30. The meeting was presided over by John A. Wet-
simson, president of the Convocation and Student Council, and was assisted by the present, distinguished Commission.

John Hennes, vice-president, Freder-

ic L. K. Allen, treasurer, Edward D. Mc-

Cord, secretary, Alexander R. B.

Lea, registrar, was in charge of the roll. The roll revealed that one hundred and seven undergraduates were present.

Charles Miller '30, of New York City and Walter Lemley '30, of Newark, N. J., were nominated for president of Convocation for 1929-30. Lowell T. Smith '29, of New-

port, R. I., in the absence of Archibald C.

Hodgson '28, of Washington, D. C., was the nominee for the office of vice-president. Charles Mi-

l勒 '30, of New York City, was also nomi-
nated for treasurer as was Allen Wingate '31, of Ayre, Robert Gamble '30, of Coll-

wall-Darby, E. E. Elliott '28, of Wo-

lick, R. H. Wilson, of Richmond, R.

Kemp, of Providence, R. I., were the nominees for the office of treasurer of the College.

The officers were elected upon se-

cond ballot:

President: Charles Miller '30.

Vice-President: Walter Lemley '30.

Treasurer: Allen Wingate '31.

Secretary: Orrin E. Todd '30.


Mount Laurel Grammar School

New Yorkers Grab 9-1/2 Decision in Rough Game

To make the successful Satur-

day ball an even greater success, the Mount Laurel Grange made the

Lights of May 11th, and ordered 

their annual Alumni Reunion.

The first half started off with a ruth-

nall the ball-owning up and down the field and working well, while the 

outfielders worked perfectly, checking the 

rival team.

The first goal was scored by No-

by A. M. H. Roberts, of Montclair.

In the second half the Saints were

St. Stephen's experienced a narrow

E. B. Conklin, of Weehawken, scored the first goal and the Saints went on from there.

Montclair Athletic Wins From Saints

Annapalnade Team Outplayed by Ex-Collage Stars.

The Lacrosse team was defeated

by the Montclair Athletic Club on

Saturday, May 13, 3-1.

The Saints suffered a setback in the 

first half of the game, and fell

behind in the second half.

The Saints played a second half that was

far better than the first, but

were unable to score.

The second period was

a better performance by the Saints, but

they were still unable to score.

The Saints made several

attempts in the second half, but

were unsuccessful.

The Saints' efforts were hindered by

their failure to capitalize on scoring opportunities.

The Saints were able to

score only once in the second half.

In the end, the Saints

were defeated by a score of 3-1.

Year Book Off - Press June 10th.

"Annual" Characterized By Many New Features.

The "Annual" according to infor-

mations made available to the pub-

lisher, will make its formal appear-

ance during the week of June 12th.

The forthcoming issue is promi-

nently reported by the number of new 

features that the "Annual" yearbook 

will offer.

The volume will be bound in shiny 

cloth, and will include the usual pas-

sion of photographs, which will be 

printed in four colors on high qual-

ity paper. Within its cover there will 

be forty-eight pages given over to 

(Cont. p. 4 col. 5)
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INVENTORY LET DOWN

Life in college is full of many heretofore comical, self-satisfied, and

Taking no risks

Without warning they suddenly change their minds and

For four years he has been a part of an existence that makes

Here is where a test of true courage
comes in the point where for the moment, fortitude and

toward complacency in the process of seeking World Peace.

Here is where a test of true courage
comes in the point where for the moment, fortitude and

WHAT ARE YOU READING?
It is the customary thing nowadays
to congratulate the college men for everything that they do or don’t do, to

What are you reading? The Sa-

The Saturday Evening Post in

The American Magazine, The

The American Heritage, Col-

Newspaper: The Sunday Tribune

Edging towards the fatal hour with

This is the test of true courage.

Kruppelman-Dallor Engagement Announced

Kruppelman announced, at a

Miss Dallon is a member of the

The editors state that the col-

So much for the bluebloods.

have been violated

Inventories are let down

or Anglo-Saxon, and may have
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College Hears Count Sforza on War

Diplomat Visits Saint Stephen's Two Days After Carnage

It is a great occurrence for St. Stephen's when it has the good fortune to be visited by a person of such a high and noble position and charm as Count Sforza. On Tuesday of this week May the eighteenth, the Count gave a lecture in the presence of the College, on "Modern Europe and Its Future." On Friday the Count gave another lecture for the history students on the causes of the war on both sides. On both occasions he is peculiarly well fitted to talk, being not only one of Europe's most experienced statesmen, but a personal friend of many of the great statesmen of the world. He took an active part both in the diplomatic and in the actual fighting of the Great War. The Count said that the relations which the Great War had created him greatly even above his dreams, when he said, he had observed here a strong military movement in progress. This movement appears to be a recent attack to the strong anti-German feeling of ten years ago, and in the popular mind at least, takes the form of reuniting Germany's brilliant history in the fighting of the war. It was with the particular dexterity of overcoming such enemies in popular tongues that he wished to express.

Count Sforza divided the origin of the war into two distinct and interconnected fields: the near and the distant. He suggested no new treaties, unimportant as he modestly said; all that had to give were the opinions of one who had taken part in many of the great occurrences in Europe from 1914 to 1919.

So far as the war's remote cause was concerned, every nation in Europe must share equally the responsibility. Every power, even, every holy power, was in some way, and in some degree, directly to blame for the starting of the war.

As for the direct causes, however, he was able to answer with much greater ease to two or three conditions of which he sincerely believed that Austria, when confronted with the barbarous murder of the Archduke and Duchess of Hungary was compelled by such an outrage to prepare for war upon Serbia. In spite of the appearance of a truce, this new interest is increasing. It is interesting to observe that one week before August 8th, a plane was photographed on the military airfields at Berlin, Vienna and Rome in a sort of rehearsal of the Great War. Before describing this rehearsal, something must be said of the political arrangement of the Austrian empire as it was fifteen years ago.

Austria and the group of Magyars states attached there, in reality two distinct units, the latter being the political slave of the former. The Magyars states were aware of their servile position, and when in 1812 Serbia was being surrounded by the hordes of the Archduke, and the Austrian government was compelled by such an outrage to prepare for war upon Serbia. In spite of the appearance of a truce, this new interest is increasing. It is interesting to observe that one week before August 8th, a plane was photographed on the military airfields at Berlin, Vienna and Rome in a sort of rehearsal of the Great War. Before describing this rehearsal, something must be said of the political arrangement of the Austrian empire as it was fifteen years ago.

Austria and the group of Magyars states were, in reality, two distinct units, the latter being the political slave of the former. The Magyars states were aware of their servile position, and when in 1812 Serbia was being surrounded by the hordes of the Archduke, and the Austrian government was compelled by such an outrage to prepare for war upon Serbia. In spite of the appearance of a truce, this new interest is increasing. It is interesting to observe that one week before August 8th, a plane was photographed on the military airfields at Berlin, Vienna and Rome in a sort of rehearsal of the Great War. Before describing this rehearsal, something must be said of the political arrangement of the Austrian empire as it was fifteen years ago.
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Austria and the group of Magyars states were, in reality, two distinct units, the latter being the political slave of the former. The Magyars states were aware of their servile position, and when in 1812 Serbia was being surrounded by the hordes of the Archduke, and the Austrian government was compelled by such an outrage to prepare for war upon Serbia. In spite of the appearance of a truce, this new interest is increasing. It is interesting to observe that one week before August 8th, a plane was photographed on the military airfields at Berlin, Vienna and Rome in a sort of rehearsal of the Great War. Before describing this rehearsal, something must be said of the political arrangement of the Austrian empire as it was fifteen years ago.
Kap's and Eleguines Dance In New Houses
House Parties To Close Dance Weekend By Kindly Weather

During St. Stephens' Prom weekend there generally occurs one sandstorm, but last Friday's was not only a gust of dust, but rather was to be regarded as the event of the year. "St. Stephen's Prom Weather" is aptly named, because it has been the prom itself about which the weather has been written. The fraternities have undoubtedly admitted that he enjoys their usual line of play, but he feels that the number of parties which have been attended in the last week was more than adequate for the number of members.

The weather continued perfect for a week or so practically. So it didn't rain for a week or so, but the ground is getting very dry. The 3 earth lying about the two houses and the sand blowing about the style of the evening would have been nice. The ground was dry and the dust had a great deal to be thankful for it, by the way, that during the week, the weather was not too bad for the last half-hour. Just so, the 4th term will not have to do without a dance. Just so, the 4th term will not have to do without a dance.

The dance given by Rapa Gom- na, in the new house, was a real success. The party held here, like most other parties in the town, was a good one. The music was provided by the orchestra of the Donn, and the dancing was very good.
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